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Abstract. Finding the better solution of the neural network design to solve the inverse kinematics problem
with the minimum of the trajectory errors is very difficult, because there are many variable parameters and
many redundant solutions. The presented paper show the assisted research of the influences of some more
important parameters to the final end-effector trajectory errors of the proposed neural network model solving
the inverse kinematics problem. We were been studied the number of neurons in each layers, the sensitive
function for the first and second layer, the magnifier coefficient of the trajectory error, the variable step of the
time delay and the position of this block, the different cases of target data and the case when the hidden target
data were adjusted. All obtained results were been verified by applying the proper direct kinematics virtual
LabVIEW instrumentation. Finally we were obtained one optimal Sigmoid Bipolar Hyperbolic Tangent
Neural Network with Time Delay and Recurrent Links (SBHTNN(TDRL)) type, what can be used to solve
the inverse kinematics problem with maximum 4% of trajectory errors.
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1. Introduction
The inverse kinematics was used to control the end-effector trajectory. The inverse kinematics solutions
obtained by geometrical method are more difficult to find, when the robot degree of freedom increase.
Inverse kinematics solutions are obtained usually by geometrical method, numerical method with knowing
outputs and with neural network optimization [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. The neural network method to obtain the real
solutions of the inverse kinematics in the actual research doesn’t show the simulation results and the
optimization of the errors. In the paper was proposed for optimization of the trajectory error, after apply the
inverse kinematics control, one new method with proper neural network what used three layers, many time
delay blocks and recurrent links. All layers used the sensitive sigmoid bipolar hyperbolic tangent function
types to take in consideration the influences of the input data to the internal coordinates qi in all two
directions of the movement [6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. The last layer is used to adapt the number of data vector with the
needed number of output. The optimal errors were been obtained by applying the back propagation proper
method, the bipolar sigmoid hyperbolic tangent sensitive function, the multiple time delay and the recurrent
links and some of the results of the presented research.

2. Generality of the Neural Networks and the Studied Robot
Neural network are composed of simple elements operating in parallel, like a biological nervous systems.
As in nature, the connections between elements largely determine the network function. You can train a
neural network to perform a particular function by adjusting the value of the connections (weights) between
elements, the hidden targets and the biases. Neural network have been trained to perform complex functions
+
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Fig.1: The didactical arm type studied robot

Fig.3: Focused Time-Delay Neural Network (FTDNN)

Fig.2: The Layer Neural Network (LNN)

Fig.4: Distributed Time-Delay Neural Network (DTDNN)

Fig.5: Layered Digital Dynamic Network (LDDN)

in various fields including pattern recognition, identification, classification, speech, vision and control
systems [11-16]. We consider neural network as an alternative computational scheme rather that anything
else. The artificial neural networks which we described in this paper are all variation on parallel distributed
processing (PDP) idea. An artificial network consists of a pool of simple processing units which
communicate by sending signals to each other a large number of weighted connections. Typically, neural
network are adjusted, or trained, so that a particular input leads to specific target output. There, the network
is adjusted, based on comparison of the output and the target, until the network output matches the target.
Typically, many such input/target pairs are needed to train a network. The more important neural networks
used in the recognition the voice, the form, to optimize the guidance trajectory and the researched robot are
presented in the figs.1-5 [6-10]. For the assisted solving the inverse cinematic problem was used one neural
network with three layers with the following configuration: 3-8-3-3 with bipolar sigmoid hyperbolic tangent
neural network type. This configuration was choose because the input must be 3 to control three internal
coordinates (relative angles), 8 because more neurons in hidden layer not influence positive the target errors
like you can see in the presented research, 3 because must be used the direct kinematics to obtain the output,
3 because the output must be the same number with target (target are the space position of the end- effector).

3. Mathematical Model and LabVIEW Instrument of the used Neural Network

To solve the inverse kinematics problem was used one proper Bipolar Sigmoid Hyperbolic Tangent
Neural Network type with some Time Delays and Recurrent Links (BSHTNN (TDRL)) with intermediate
control of the target after each layer. The used neural network was 3-8-3-3 type, with three layers. The
simplified schema we can see on the fig. 6. The mathematical model of the used Neural Network is shown in
relation (1), where were notated all researched parameters, p1-p9.

(1)

Fig.6: The proposed Neural Network. Simplified schema

Parameters are: pi are the assisted research proposed parameters about p1- the number of neurons; p2 –
the first teaching gain; p3- step of the first time delay; p4- the first sensitive function gain; p5- the second
teaching gain; p6- the step of the second time delay; p7- the second sensitive function gain; p8- the magnify
gain of the proportional error control; p9- the third sensitive function gain.

Fig.7: Detailed schema of the researched Neural Network

This mathematical model and the final form of the neural network schema were been established after
analyzing of some simulation LabVIEW results. With virtual instrumentation easily can take some new links,
loops or input correction of the model and established the optimal hidden target to obtain the minimum of the
end-effector errors after assisted determination of the internal coordinates by using the inverse kinematics.

Fig.8: Part of the block schema of the researched Neural Network

4. Assisted Research of some Parameters of proposed Neural Network
The assisted research shown in the paper studied the influences to the errors between the neural network
output and the target (the space position of the end-effector) of the following neural network parameters:
number of neurons in each layers, the sensitive function for the first and second layer, the magnifier
coefficient of the trajectory error, the variable step of the time delay and the position of these blocks, the
different cases of target data and the case when the hidden target data were on-line adjusted.
Some of the studied cases are shown in the figs.9-14 for same different parameters. The results are synthetic
shown in the table 1.

Table 1 The synthetic results of the assisted research of the proposed neural network
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Fig.9: The front panel with the input, target data, errors and weights and biases matrices for the first data

Fig.10: The front panel with the input and neural network target data, errors and weights and biases matrices when was
changed the neuron number of the first layer

Fig.11: The front panel with the input and neural network target data, errors and weights and biases matrices when were
changed the hidden target data, amplifier and teaching gain

Fig.12: The front panel with input and neural network target data, errors, weights and biases matrices when were
changed the hidden layer target, the teaching gain and amplifier gain

Fig.13: The front panel with input and neural network target data, errors, weights and biases matrices when were
changed the hidden target data, teaching gain

Fig.14: The front panel with input, neural network target, weights and biases matrices when were changed the amplifier
gain, teaching gain, the hidden layer target data

5. Discussion and Conclusions
After analysing the figs.9-14 and the results obtained after the assisted research, synthetic presented in
the table 1, we can do the following remarks: the change of the number of the neurons in the first layer don’t
change the errors; the change of the amplifier gain and the teaching gain assured the decrease of the error
from 18% to 4% for the 132 number of iteration; one substantial decreasing of the errors and the decreasing
of the number of iteration was obtained by on-line changing of the hidden layer target data, 18% to 4% for
32 iteration. With this method, by applying the control of the inverse kinematics and by using the proposed
neural network type, will be possible to obtain one optimization of the robot end- effector position in the
space.
The applying method, the proposed neural network, the assisted research with the virtual LabVIEW
instrumentation opens the way to apply in to the robot control, the intelligent systems.
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